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Visualisers transform teaching and learning in the classroom, and are also a powerful meeting presentation tool for business. Speak to us as visualiser specialists, and start presenting text, images and objects to captivate your classroom or meeting room.
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Ask us for a Quotation

We're happy to supply a quotation, and the public sector can pay by Purchase Order. Just get in touch!
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Enjoy our Interactive Guide

This detailed, interactive Guide for Education tells you all you need to know to get started...
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AverVision U50+ Document Camera

Create lessons on the go with the Avervision U50+ USB powered document camera anywhere, anytime




£199
£155


Add to Cart
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AVerVision F17+

AVerVision F17+ is a visualiser suitable for every classroom. Its 13-megapixel camera delivers 4K image quality, letting you easily present teaching material with its 23x zoom. Helping to inspire s...



£369
£304


Add to Cart
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AVer Vision A30

The A30 is a multifunctional and all-in-one purpose camera. It’s the first in the industry to feature a visualiser, microphone and speaker in one device. At the same time, the A30 can be utilised...



£549
£424


Add to Cart
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AVerVision U70i

The AVerVision U70i is a USB plug-and-play visualiser that helps teachers easily create hybrid distance learning experiences. The U70i features a lightweight and portable design, with premium quali...



£299
£225


Add to Cart
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10 reasons you should invest in a classroom visualiser


We break down our top 10 reasons why a visualiser belongs in your school. With a multitude of ways that a visualiser can be used in lessons, we show you why an iPad just doesn't quite replace the technology.





	








What does a Visualiser actually do?


We often get asked what a visualiser does... so we thought it's time to break it down! Read on to find out more!





	








Five ways a Visualiser can Enhance Lesson Delivery


Visualisers are a powerful piece of equipment, on their most basic level they display images, text and objects in large scale for your class. But how can you take this powerful piece of technology and supercharge your lessons?





	








Returning to the classroom: How Visualisers can support lesson delivery


In this blog we look at how Visualisers can be used to support key areas of development and assessment now teaching has returned to the classroom…





	








Proud to be the UK’s First AVer Platinum Partner – What this means for you


Elementary Technology has become the UK's first AVer Platinum Partner, this certification shows we know the finer details about AVer Visualisers which allows us to give you top tier service and support with your AVer Visualiser! Find out more.





	








The fantastic Aver M90UHD Visualiser


The fantastic Aver M90UHD is a perfect suit for an array of educational environments. With up to 322x total zoom, you can see the most minute details.





	








The AVer M15W – What are the benefits of a Wireless Visualiser


The new Aver M15W is a very powerful tool for the classroom, but what are the benefits that come with a wireless visualiser?





	








Aureus School benefit from ELMO LX-1 Visualisers!


Aureus School came to us and we helped them bring them an option in the ELMO LX-1 Visualiser, see how this powerful visualiser benefit their school in a range of lessons; from art to computer science.
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Contact

Elementary Technology,

4 Airport West, Lancaster Way, Yeadon, Leeds, LS19 7ZA

enquiries@elementaryuk.com

Offices in Leeds, London and Telford

Website By: Tristan Palmer Studio
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We’re Elementary Technology and we support schools, corporate and public sector organisations with the latest audio-visual and interactive technology.

Visit elementaryuk.com

Also see our specialist touchscreen website: thetouchscreenshop.com










